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The Safariland 7355 7TS ALS fast-release tactical belt features an automatic locking system (ALS). If the weapon is in a holster, it locks in place. When ALS is de-activated by the thumb, a simple straight drawing is used. This tactical holster is made up of the innovative SafariSeven material, a unique
nylon blend from DuPont. SafariSeven is extremely durable and practically impervable to the elements. The 7385 holster includes a quick release attachment that easily removes the holster from the belt. Features: ALS (Automatic Locking System) protects the weapon after it is in the holster; simple
straight drawing after release is disabledOpen-top design without SLS for quick gun extractionConstructed by SafariSeven, patented nylon blend, which is completely unabrazed to the coating of a firearmD developed surfaces of the holster to create airspace around the weapon, allowing quick clearing of
any contact with the firearmVery high hearing and low cold tolerances structural sound from 300F to -50FCan be immersed in water indefinitely and maintain still shape and function dual foot strap with a veil with mounting holes for additional accessoriesPermanities designed to reduce reflection and can
be supported with a simple washing padLeas in SafariSeven finishesSafariland 7355 7TS ALS Drop-Foot Tactical Holster with quick release leg strap WARNING: This product may contain chemicals known to the state of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive damage. For more
information, go www.P65Warnings.ca.gov. Functions: ALS (Automatic Locking System) protects the weapon after it is in the holster; simple straight drawing after release is disabledOpen-top design without SLS for quick gun extractionConstructed by SafariSeven, patented nylon blend, which is
completely unabrazed to the coating of a firearmD developed surfaces of the holster to create airspace around the weapon, allowing quick clearing of any contact with the firearmVery high hearing and low cold tolerances structural sound from 300F to -50FCan be immersed in water indefinitely and
maintain still shape and function dual strap foot with the top of the tape with mounting holes for additional accessoriesMat coating designed to reduce reflection and can be supported with a simple washing pad Navigating in SafariSeven finishesSafariland 7355 7TS ALS Drop-Leg Tactical Holster with
quick release of foot strap&gt; Model 6355 ALS®® depressed leg belt with quick leg release® Quick release Safarilaminate™ Suede Hood Safariland® Safariland® 6355 is a tactical drop leg holster with fast foot strap specially designed for tactical situations. The intuitive ALS® system (Automatic Locking
System) offers excellent retention via an internal locking device that in all directions. Guard Hood, an external shield, provides additional safety by protecting the release mechanism from food pickup attempts. Fully working with the thumb, the holster is instinctive for use, and once the device is disabled, a
simple straight drawbar allows to extract weapons. Designed for harsh conditions, the 6355 ALS Tactical Cocker is made of durable, thermoformed SafariLaminate™ and has suede lining to protect the weapon's coating. The design of the drop remains without vest and packaging, and the silicone grip
strips keep the double elastic straps on the legs in place. There are many options for mounting accessories on the holster with additional ELS, QLS and MLS systems for quick attachment. Patented prop 65 Holster Education Center ALS® (automatic locking system) protects the weapon after being in the
holster; Simple right draw once release is disabledOpane-top design for rapid weapon extractionSafariLaminate™ thermoformed construction is highly durableCoof suede lining protects weapon coating and sightHood Guard is standard; Additional ALS Guard availableSilico-back straps with double legs
reduce movementSla scarf adopts ELS, QLS and MLS fittings to add accessories Additional info reviews Safariland® 6355 is a tactical drop leg holster with a quick-release leg strap designed for tactical situations. The intuitive ALS® (Automatic Locking System) offers excellent retention via an internal
locking device that holds the weapon in all directions. Guard Hood, an external shield, provides additional safety by protecting the release mechanism from food pickup attempts. Fully working with the thumb, the holster is instinctive for use, and once the device is disabled, a simple straight drawbar allows
to extract weapons. Designed for harsh conditions, the 6355 ALS Tactical Cocker is made of durable, thermoformed SafariLaminate™ and has suede lining to protect the weapon's coating. The design of the drop remains without vest and packaging, and the silicone grip strips keep the double elastic
straps on the legs in place. There are many options for mounting accessories on the holster with additional ELS, QLS and MLS systems for quick attachment. Patented &gt; StealthGearUSA® Drop-Leg 2.0 is an innovative and lightweight solution for carrying a firearm in the Drop-Foot position throughout
the day. Designed to carry a firearm on the outside of the thigh in a fully adjustable KYDEX wrapper® wrapper, the StealthGearUSA Drop-Leg holster shell is attached to the thigh via a vertically adjustable thigh strap that connects to a heavy nylon belt loop and Duraflex clutch clasp. The model 2.0
features a new KYDEX® plate, which is compatible with five different fastening systems. 2.0 plate is compatible with generations of StealthGearUSA Drop-Leg holsters. The plates can be purchased separately here. It is also equipped with mounting holes for ELS gadgets on both sides of the
holster. Additional Safariland ELS attachments can be purchased here. StealthGearUSA Drop Leg 2.0 foot is standard equipped with Safariland ELS fasteners and is compatible with the following adjustment systems: The Quick Lock Equipment System (ELS) 2.0 is compatible with our SG-X Modular
Holster System of adaptive, fully polymer, non-collapsing non-collapsing outside belt holsters. This system allows users to quickly and easily move a body from the drop leg platform to a chest case, belt attachment or MOLLE platform. Safariland gadgets are standard® ELS. The ELS system is attached to
kydex® a plate that is also vertically adjustable and features a ventcore® pad that is placed on the thigh. Woven polyester elastic legs fasten the Drop-Leg Holster stealthgear on the leg using adjustable side releasing buckles. 2.0 is designed with input from law enforcement experts and military
personnel. Please note: SG-X modular covers that attach to the ORIGINAL drop leg platform are only compatible with SAFARILAND ELS or QLS attachment systems.  All SG-X SG-X holster holsters ordered after (03/13/2020) will have hole templates compatible with all five plugin configurations listed
above. The waiting time is fluid and varies between 2-6 weeks depending on the sales volume. You'll receive email notifications as your order moves through the production process to and including when it's delivered. Please do not send an email to update the status of your order. This slows down our
customer service team and does not change the delivery speed of your order. All holsters and mages are custom-made and not loaded. We value your patience as we manually craft your custom holster. Details: Belt straps: 2 (length) laser cut, heavy nylon with bar-skachov seam suitable for belts up to
2.5 Fast attaches rotary/buckle: DuraFlex Swivi Lockster lock button allows a wide range of motion of 120 degrees. Thigh strap: 1.5 (wide) heavy duty nylon with vertical adjustable openings Holster: 093 KYDEX® (or.080 thickness for the listed print patterns) KYDEX® plate: Radiusform and gates.0 93
KYDEX® with double 1.5 legs straps Thigh insert: Ventcore® - breathable and padded strap with padded leg: Double 1.5 skirts - 50% stretching, woven fabrics, Elastic Foot Strap: Polymer Side Release, Made-in-US © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Show slide {CURRENT_SLIDE} on
{TOTAL_SLIDES} - Shop from BrandGo to the previous slide - Shop from BrandSafarilandBLACKWKHA! MisunderstandingTo the next slide - Shop from BrandReath slide {CURRENT_SLIDE} on {TOTAL_SLIDES} - Shop on materialTo the previous slide - Shop on MaterialPolymerKydexCarbon
FiberNylonGo to the next slide - Shop from Material one-stop shop for all things from your favorite success brand! You are successfully logged in. Error! Invalid logon credentials. Warning! A user with multiple logon redirects. We have upgraded our site and you will need to reset your password for security
purposes. Click here to receive an email with password reset instructions. Success! The e-mail was sent. Warning! The user does not have an e-mail. Warning! The user has a new password. If you have an account with us, please enter your username and password below and we will register you! The
Safariland 6354RDS ALS foot roller, Sig Sauer P320 9mm/.40 compact w/ITI M3/streamlight TLR1/SF X300/X300U, Right hand, Cordura, Double band, Multi Cam, 6354RDS-7502-701 Color: Multi camera, gun brand: SIG Sauer, Gun Model: SIG Sauer P320, Hand: Right, Attachment type/mounting:
harness, Holster Type: Holster, Light/Laser Attachment: Insight Technology M3, Streamlight TLR-1, SureFire X300, SureFire X300U, Finish: Cordura, Fasteners/Closure Type: ALS - Automatic Locking System, Application Holsters: Tactical, Holsters Finish: Cordura, Optical Cut: Burris Fastfire, Trijikon
RMR, Vortex Viper. is here at OpticsPlane with great deals up to 26% off! Please check more options for Safariland Model 6354RDS ALS Drop Leg Holster. Buy your new Safariland model 6354RDS ALS Drop Foot Holster, Sig Sauer P320 9 mm /.40 Compact w/ITI M3/Streamlight TLR1/SF X300/X300U,
right hand, Cordura, dual band, multi camera, 6354RDS-7502-701 from OpticsPlanet today and you'll appreciate the easy ordering process, fantastic customer service, free shipping policy and information to easily track your order. The 6354RDS holster is specifically designed for firearms with red dots
mounted on them. This model features an automatic locking system (ALS), an internal locking device that holds the weapon in all directions, providing secure hold in an open upper holster for tactical use. With als, once the weapon is in a holster, it locks in place, providing an additional measure of
weapon security. Moreover, the holster is fully working with the thumb, which makes it very instinctive to use. Finally, once the device is deactivated, it can be used simply to Equality. Key for comfort and stability are the weight double foot strap and foot cover. SafariSuede's lining helps to protect the
sights of the weapon and finish. Features of Safariland Model 6354rds Als® Tactical Holster Holster the holster is specifically designed for firearms with red dots mounted on them. This model features an automatic locking system (ALS), an internal locking device that holds the weapon in all directions,
providing secure hold in an open upper holster for tactical use. With als, once the weapon is in a holster, it locks in place, providing an additional measure of weapon security. Moreover, the holster is fully working with the thumb, which makes it very instinctive to use. Finally, once the device is de-
activated, a simple straight tie can be used. The key to comfort and stability are lightweight double leg straps and a foot cover. SafariSuede's lining helps to protect the sights of the weapon and finish. Package Contents: Safariland Model 6354RDS ALS Drop Leg Holster Warning: California Statement 65
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